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Abstract

We recently demonstrated that HepaRG cells encapsulated into 1.5% alginate beads are capable of self-assembling into spheroids. They adequately differentiate into hepatocyte-like cells, with hepatic features observed at day 14 post-encapsulation required for external bioartificial liver applications. Preliminary investigations performed within a bioreactor under shear stress conditions and using a culture medium mimicking acute liver failure (ALF) highlighted the need to reinforce beads with a polymer coating. We demonstrated in a first step that a Poly-L-Lysine coating improved the mechanical stability, without altering the metabolic activities necessary for bioartificial liver applications (such as ammonia and lactate elimination). In a second step, we tested the optimized biomass in a newly-designed perfused dynamic bioreactor (PDB), in the presence of the medium model for pathological plasma for 6 hours. Performances of the biomass were enhanced as compared to the steady configuration, demonstrating its efficacy in decreasing the typical toxins of ALF. This type of bioreactor is easy to scale up as it relies on the number of micro-encapsulated cells, and could provide an adequate hepatic biomass for liver supply. Its design allows it to be integrated into a hybrid artificial/bioartificial liver setup for further clinical studies regarding its impact on ALF animal models.
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1. Introduction

Acute live failure (ALF) is a devastating syndrome involving severe injury to liver cells. It affects previously healthy individuals, and has a frequently fatal outcome (Keeffe, 2005). Following diagnosis of ALF, the optimal treatment is orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) needed within a few days, making the availability of donor organs far lower than the demand (Van De Kerkhove et al., 2005). It is therefore urgent to develop new approaches capable of improving the management of ALF. In this sense, artificial livers (ALs) have been proposed as temporary therapy with purely detoxification functions. However, while analysis of clinical studies showed improvements in patients’ clinical pictures, there was no such improvement in their survival (Kandiah & Subramanian, 2019). On the other hand, bioartificial livers (BALs) also provide metabolic and synthetic activities, which could better replace the liver functions as extracorporeal therapy. The main goal of this therapy is either to allow the self-regeneration of the diseased liver, thus avoiding OLT and its long-term complications, or to serve as a bridge until a donor organ becomes available.

In the context of BALs, the bioreactor represents one of the key components as it hosts the active biomass. In general, a bioreactor is a volume where biochemical and biological processes take place (Catapano, G., Gerlach, 2007). A bioreactor should provide cells with adequate amounts of oxygen and nutrients, favour mass transfer between cells and fluids (the blood or plasma of the patient in ALF), and support the maintenance of cell viability and functions. To meet these requirements, the best option consists in designing a system in which convection (i.e. flux) from and to the plasma or surrounding medium takes place. Nevertheless, direct contact and shear stress may be harmful to the cells. Encapsulation of the biomass in semi-permeable hollow fibres or porous beads is thus often adopted so as to protect it from the hydrodynamic shear stress imposed by the flux (Rebelo et al., 2015) while simultaneously preserving cell activity (Pasqua et al., 2020), and promoting cell-cell interaction, thus enhancing hepatic-specific functions (Elkayam, Amitay-Shaprut, Dvir-Ginzberg, Harel, & Cohen, 2006).

The fluidized bed bioreactor hosting alginate beads previously developed in our group (Doré & Legallais, 1999) appeared to be a promising design and has been successfully driven to preclinical
studies by others (Selden et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2016) with HepG2 cells or primary porcine hepatocytes. However, with a very active biomass, such as HepaRG spheroids (6), we recently observed a phenomenon of severe deterioration of the alginate beads in the bioreactor, when they were exposed to a human equivalent pathological plasma medium (containing some ALF toxins), leading to an unacceptable loss of biomass and the associated risk of cells’ release to the patient. This phenomenon has already been noted by other authors (Simó, Fernández-Fernández, Vila-Crespo, Ruipérez, & Rodriguez-Nogales, 2017) and was attributed to the presence of Ca\(^{2+}\) chelators (such as lactate) or anti-gelling cations (Na\(^+\) and Mg\(^{2+}\)) in the surrounding media. For safety reasons, reinforcement of the alginate beads by means of an external coating becomes essential when using encapsulated HepaRG or other very active hepatocyte constructs in view of clinical application.

Several types of coatings have been proposed to date in the literature (De Vos, De Haan, & Van Schilfgaarde, 1997; Edwards-Lévy & Lévy, 1999; Joly et al., 1997; Simó et al., 2017). They are often developed to formulate capsules, whose core is liquid in contrast to beads. These techniques involve either ionic or covalent (Dusseault et al., 2005; Lou et al., 2017; Simó et al., 2017) interactions between the surface of the alginate gel and the coating materials. In particular, ionic cross-linking coating of the beads can be performed thanks to the alginate’s ability (with a negatively charged surface) to form strong electrostatic complexes with polycations (Simó et al., 2017). Of the latter, the natural polymers Poly-L-lysine (PLL) and Poly-L-ornithine (PLO) are most frequently used to reinforce the mechanical stability of the alginate beads (Bhujbal, Paredes-Juarez, Niclou, & de Vos, 2014; Du & Yarema, 2014; Goosen, O’Shea, Gharapetian, Chou, & Sun, 1985; Simó et al., 2017). However, to our knowledge, it has never been applied in the context of an external bioartificial liver application. On the other hand, an external coating modifies the permeability of the beads without heavily affecting the cells’ metabolic performances and viability, as observed by Capone et al. using encapsulated HepG2/C3A in alginate-PLL beads (Capone et al., 2013).

Therefore, in this study we proposed analysing the impact of a PLL coating on alginate beads’ physical and mechanical properties, and its role on encapsulated HepaRG cells’ metabolic performances. The encapsulated biomass was then transferred to a perfused bioreactor to mimic
clinical therapy, demonstrating the features necessary for clinical use of BAL, in terms of cell metabolic activity and therapy safety.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. 2D HepaRG cell culture

HepaRG cells from Biopredic (Rennes, France) were expanded into two-dimensional (2D) monolayers following the indications given by the supplier. The cells were passaged every 2 weeks until passage 18, with HepaRG proliferation culture medium (William’s E-WE-, with sodium bicarbonate, without L-glutamine and phenol red, Sigma-Aldrich, with added Biopredic 710 proliferation media) replenished three times a week. The cultures were maintained in a humidified environment at 37 °C, 5% CO₂. Cells were then detached with trypsin-EDTA 0.25 % (ThermoFisher scientific) from the culture flasks and used for the encapsulation process.

2.2. Alginate microencapsulation and PLL coating

The cells were mixed in sodium alginate (Manucol-LKX from FMC BioPolymer, Guluronic / Mannuronic ratio 30-70, viscosity Cps(1 %) 60-170) 1.5 % (w/v), sterilized with successive filtrations (0.8, 0.45, and 0.22 µm pore size membrane filters). The encapsulation was performed using a home-made system based on a coaxial airflow extrusion method (Gautier et al., 2011). Briefly, the alginate solution (1mL) containing cells (5 million) was rapidly extruded through a 24 G nozzle and the droplets fell into a gelation bath (NaCl 154 mM, HEPES 10 mM, CaCl₂ 115 mM, pH 7.4). This small volume ensured both even distribution of the cells throughout the beads and the absence of empty beads. The droplets produced were left to settle for 15 min in the gelation bath to ensure gel formation.

Then, the microbeads were washed three times in WE medium and resuspended in HepaRG proliferation culture medium. At day 1 post-encapsulation, a PLL coating (Poly-L-lysine hydrobromide, molecular weight 30,000-70,000, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the beads, relying on the protocol developed by Khanna et al. (Khanna, Larson, Moya, Opara, & Brey, 2012) with few modifications. Briefly, alginate beads containing cells were washed three times in WE medium, resuspended in a 0.1 % PLL solution and then transferred to culture dishes in continuous orbital shaking (60 rpm), for 30 minutes. After that, the beads were washed again 3 times with WE medium. Finally, they were incubated with proliferation culture medium and transferred to culture dishes in
continuous orbital shaking in a humidified environment at 37 °C, 5 % CO₂ until day 14. The HepaRG proliferation culture medium was replaced every 2 days.

2.3. Culture setups and experimental design

The hepatic biomass was tested in two different culture conditions (shaken and perfused), shown in Figure 1A. Experiments designed to assess the cells’ metabolic performance are detailed in Figure 1B. At the end of each experiment, microbeads were recovered and assessed for cell viability. The quantity of marker analysed was calculated and normalized by the number of hours of incubation and the number of cells seeded. Moreover, in order to avoid artefacts, all the metabolic activities tested were normalized by the quantity present at time zero and by carrying out controls with empty microbeads. Any influence of the empty beads on the cellular activities assessed was therefore corrected during analysis of the results.

Figure 1

2.4. Viability, metabolic and xenobiotic tests

2.4.1. Cell viability

Aliquots of encapsulated cells were collected and a Live/Dead assay was performed following the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen™ LIVE/DEAD™ Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit, for mammalian cells, ThermoFisher). The nuclei were stained with Hoechst33342 dye (3 µM). The encapsulated cells were visualized by confocal microscopy.

2.4.2. Albumin synthesis

Albumin synthesis was quantified using the ELISA test (Human Albumin ELISA kit, Bethyl Laboratories, Inc.). Analyses were performed in conformity with the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.4.3. ICG assay

The indocyanine green (ICG, Sigma-Aldrich) assay was carried out as previously described (Pasqua et al., 2020). Briefly, beads were incubated with ICG 1 mg/mL in proliferation culture medium for 30 minutes at 37 °C and 5 % CO₂ to favour the uptake of ICG by the transporters OATP1B3 (solute carrier organic anion transporter family member 1B3) and NTCP (sodium/taurocholate co-transporting-polypeptide) (Graaf et al., 2011). ICG was then removed by washing with WE five times and the microbeads were incubated with proliferation culture medium for 1 hour to study the release of
ICG by the transporters MDR3 (multidrug-resistance protein 3) and MRP2 (multidrug-resistance-associated protein 2) (Cusin et al., 2017). The quantity of ICG released was obtained by measuring its absorbance (at 820 nm) based on a standard curve generated from a solution containing ICG 1 mg/mL.

2.4.4. EROD assay

The activity of the cytochrome P450-1A1/2 (CYP1A1/2) was studied with the ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD) assay as previously described (Diaz, 2000; Pasqua et al., 2020). The microbeads were incubated in ethoxyresorufin (10 μM), prepared in WE, for 1 hour at 37°C. The substrate included salicylamide (3 mM) + dicumarol (40 μM) in order to inhibit phase II enzymes. The substrate was converted into resorufin then measured in the supernatant by spectrometry (excitation wavelength of 535 nm and emission wavelength of 595 nm, Spectafluor Plus, TECAN). The standard curve was generated with a solution containing exogenous resorufin (10μM).

2.4.5. Ammonia and lactate quantification

Supernatants of test medium and pathological plasma medium were collected and analysed with Indiko™ (Thermofisher) to determine the concentration of ammonia and Lactate Assay Kit (Sigma-Aldrich) to measure the concentration of lactate, following the indications reported by the supplier.

2.5. Physical and mechanical characterization of empty alginate microbeads

2.5.1. PLL distribution in the alginate beads

In order to visualize the distribution of the PLL on the empty alginate beads (i.e. without cells, produced using the same protocol previously presented), PLL staining with rhodamine was performed. Firstly, we prepared an NHS-Rhodamine (Thermofisher) solution in DMSO at concentration 50 mg/mL and a solution of sodium bicarbonate at 8.3 mg/mL in double distilled H₂O, pH 8.2. PLL was solubilized in the sodium bicarbonate solution at a final concentration of 0.1 %w/v, containing NHS-Rhodamine solution at a final concentration of 500 μg/mL. In order to favour the conjugation between the NHS-Rhodamine and epsilon-NH₂ of lysine residues, the solution was incubated in the dark for 3 hours at room temperature. The control solution did not contain PLL. After that, the PLL coating was achieved by putting the beads in contact with this solution, according to the protocol already described. The beads were finally washed 3 times in DPBS and visualized by confocal microscopy. The thickness of the external coating was measured using ImageJ 1.52h software.
2.5.2. Mechanical characterization

The elastic modulus of the outer surface of the empty beads was measured by microindentation (ChiaroOptics 11, Amsterdam, Netherlands). The probes used for surface indentation had a radius of around 25 µm and a spring constant of 0.5 N/m and 5 N/m, for pure alginate beads and PLL coated ones, respectively. Before testing, the optical sensitivity and the geometrical factor were calibrated by indenting a hard surface (e.g. glass slide). Alginate beads were deposited on a glass slide and then immersed in proliferation culture medium. The probe was placed in contact with a single bead and a maximal indentation of 3 µm was applied. All experiments were performed at room temperature. For each condition, about 15-20 curves (load vs indentation depth) were acquired. Data were analysed using DataViewer 2.2 software (Optics 11, Amsterdam, Netherlands) and the Hertzian theory, which provided the elastic modulus of the indented area.

2.5.3. Bead permeability

The permeability of empty alginate beads, with and without a PLL coating, was studied by putting them in contact with fluorescent molecules of different molecular weights and sizes on day 13 post-encapsulation process, in orbital agitation. On day 14, the beads were washed once in WE medium and visualized using confocal microscopy.

Table 1

2.6. Statistical analysis

All the results presented were obtained from at least three independent cultures (N ≥ 3). The statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad InStat v.3.10. Unpaired data were subjected to a Mann Whitney test or Dunn's Multiple Comparisons Test, with a 95 % confidence level considered significant. P values are presented as follows: no stars: p > 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

3. Results

3.1. Physical and mechanical characterization of the PLL coated beads

This step was performed with empty beads that were produced following the same protocol as that exposed in the Materials & Methods section for cell encapsulation.

3.1.1. PLL coating and distribution around the alginate beads
On day 1, after PLL coating, a variation in the sphericity of the beads was visible (Figure 2A), due to a shrinking effect. The diameter of the beads decreased by about 20%, from 949 ± 49 µm post-encapsulation to 785 ± 25 µm after PLL coating. The diameter of the beads, with or without a PLL coating, then remained stable until the end of the experiment.

Phase contrast and confocal microscopy clearly showed that PLL was distributed only on the surface of the alginate beads, causing a slight morphological variation on their periphery (Figure 3). The thickness of the external coating was around 14.4 ± 6.4 µm.

3.1.2. Mechanical properties of the PLL layer

The mechanical properties of the surface of single empty beads were assessed by microindentation. The results showed a significant increase in the elastic modulus of the external area of the beads coated with PLL, 6.6 times higher in comparison with the pure alginate condition (Figure 2B), ensuring surface mechanical reinforcement and thus better stability.

3.1.3. Bead permeability

The porosity of empty alginate beads with or without a PLL coating was evaluated by means of exposure to different fluorescent markers of increasing size (Table 1). The microscope observations (Figure 3) did not show any measurable differences between either condition. Albumin, IgG, and 41nm diameter NPs were able to penetrate the core of the beads. Larger NPs were fully retained entirely outside the beads, and did not colour their inner part green. The cut-off threshold for both conditions was thus between 41nm and 103nm.

3.2. Viability of encapsulated cells over 14 days

The production of alginate beads with homogeneous cell distribution was achieved with success and no empty beads were visible after the cell encapsulation process. We estimated approximately 1100 beads per encapsulation batch (1 mL of alginate solution) by counting them with the optical microscope. As the initial biomass was 5 million cells/mL of alginate, we calculated approximately
4500 cells per bead. As previously observed on empty beads, the PLL coating provoked a shrinking effect of about 20% in the diameter of the beads.

The number of viable hepatocytes (Figure 4, in green) within the microbeads remained high over time, as very few dead cells (Figure 4, red stained nuclei) were observed, in comparison with the negative control where cells were killed by ethanol 70% exposure. The PLL coating did not seem to affect cell viability. Therefore, neither the long-time culture nor the coating process had any significant impact on cellular viability. Qualitatively from day 1 to day 14, a phenomenon of cell-cell aggregation likely occurred, visible through the incorporation of Calcein-AM by living cells. We observed very similar results in beads without a PLL coating (data not shown). It should be noted that, once the PLL coating was present, the beads became opaque making the encapsulated cells difficult to visualize under the light microscope.

Figure 4
Albumin production is considered to be a quality marker for the hepatic biomass in a bioreactor (Van Wenum et al., 2014). We therefore evaluated the secretion rate of albumin in order to quantitatively determine biomass functionality over the 14 days of culture (Figure 1, Supplementary data). Albumin secretion rate increased from 0.20 ± 0.09 and 0.17 ± 0.05 µg/h/10^6 at day 1 for the conditions without and with PLL respectively, to 0.49 ± 0.15 and 1.01 ± 0.21 µg/h/10^6 at day 14. This increase was significant for the two weeks of culture (p<0.01) when the PLL coating was present.

3.3. Metabolic activity of cells on day 14
To investigate the impact of the PLL coating on the cells’ metabolic performance, we designed culture media with increasing complexity in their composition (Table 2), in order to progressively mimic a clinical condition of ALF human plasma.

Table 2
The first batch of encapsulated cells was first evaluated in the proliferation culture medium (Table 3). In the presence of the PLL coating, there was a slight tendency for metabolic activities to decrease, but this was only significant for CYP1A1/2, 3.5 times lower (p<0.01). However, even in the presence of a PLL coating, the cells remained metabolically active.
Table 3

The same biomass was then used in test medium (Table 3) to measure the rate of albumin production, and the ability of cells to detoxify typical ALF toxins (ammonia and lactate elimination rates). The metabolic activities measured remained equivalent between both conditions (PLL coated vs uncoated).

The second batch of biomass was tested on the equivalent pathological plasma medium, cultivating encapsulated cells in shaken culture and in a perfused dynamic bioreactor (PDB), the biological component of the BAL developed in our laboratory. The aim was to compare the two culture setups and above all to reproduce BAL therapy, using an ALF-human plasma model and a perfusion system. Only the condition “alginate beads with PLL coating” could be exploited with this medium, as without PLL we observed severe bead deterioration.

Importantly, before testing in an equivalent pathological medium, the biomass was exposed to an equivalent plasma medium (HepaRG proliferation culture medium supplemented with 70 g/L bovine serum albumin-BSA, to mimic healthy human plasma in a total protein concentration), in order to reproduce the BAL priming with a view to clinical therapy. After that, cells were exposed to the equivalent pathological plasma medium for 6 hours.

The ability of the cells to produce albumin and detoxify these toxins is shown in Figure 5. While the albumin secretion rate (Figure 5A) was favoured in the shaken culture, ammonia detoxification (Figure 5B) and lactate clearance rates (Figure 5C) were stronger in the PDB setup.

Figure 5

At the end of the experiments, we evaluated the cell viability for both batches of cells. Viability remained high and stable overall for all conditions (Figure 2, Supplementary data). As previously mentioned, a phenomenon of cell-cell aggregation inside the beads was observed.

4. Discussion

We recently demonstrated the benefits of using HepaRG cells, capable of differentiating into hepatocyte-like cells (Cerec et al., 2007), encapsulated in alginate beads as the biomass for BAL (Pasqua et al., 2020). The present study therefore focused on the transfer of this biomass within a
bioreactor compatible with BAL therapy. However, during the first experiments carried out in an 
ALF-human equivalent pathological plasma medium, we observed severe and unacceptable 
deterioration of the beads. We thus highlighted the need to reinforce the mechanical properties of the 
biomaterial.

We hypothesized that the deterioration was due to the presence of an excess of BSA and lactate in the 
surrounding medium, both capable of sequestrating calcium ions involved in the formation of the 
alginate gel. A similar deterioration effect was observed by Benson et al. (Benson, Papas, 
Constantinidis, & Sambanis, 1997). In the literature, a PLL coating has been proposed to increase the 
structural stability of alginate beads and to limit access of the immune system to the beads/capsules 
(Benson et al., 1997; Capone et al., 2013; Berit L. Strand, Coron, & Skjak-Braek, 2017). For this 
specific application, if PLL was not additionally coated with a layer of alginate (i.e. alginate-PLL-
alginate beads), it demonstrated immunogenicity (Berit L. Strand et al., 2017) and caused fibrotic 
overgrowth when implanted in mice (B. L. Strand et al., 2001). While this additional layer of alginate 
on the PLL coating appeared essential for implantation of the encapsulated cells, this is not the case 
for extracorporeal circulation devices such as BAL therapy. In fact, most BAL devices, including the 
one developed in our laboratory (Figaro, Pereira, Dumé, et al., 2015), include a plasma filter to 
separate the plasma from the elements formed of the blood. As a result, the cells of the immune system 
are discarded upstream, before making contact with the therapeutic biomass, making activation of a 
specific immune response unlikely.

Preliminary experiments conducted on our medium model of pathological plasma showed that a PLL 
coating successfully prevented beads from deteriorating. We analysed the physical/mechanical 
characteristics of the biomaterial with and without a PLL coating. Looking at the morphology, we 
observed an immediate and stable reduction of about 20 % in the beads’ diameter after a PLL coating 
was applied, without any significant impact on cell viability. Analysis of the distribution of PLL 
showed that it was not able to enter the core of the alginate bead, remaining only on its shell. This 
phenomenon was also reported by Yahia et al. (Tam et al., 2011). In addition, the presence of the 
coating significantly increased the elastic modulus of the external area of the beads, making them
resistant to deterioration. Regarding the porosity, we did not notice any measurable difference between beads with or without a PLL coating. Both conditions had a cut-off between 41 and 103nm.

Fluorescent albumin, IgG, and nanoparticles of 41nm in diameter could effectively enter the beads, after 24 hours’ incubation, but they were impermeable to polystyrene nanoparticles of 103nm, as also observed by Tran et al. (Tran et al., 2014). Of note, some large molecules physiologically produced by hepatocytes fell within this cut-off value (such as fibrinogen, about 48nm in hydrodynamic diameter (Bratek-Skicki, Zeliszewska, & Ruso, 2016)) and their transfer between the polymer network and the surrounding medium could be hindered. Importantly, considering that liver sinusoidal endothelial cells (the cells that delimit the space of Disse together with hepatocytes, controlling the trafficking of macromolecules), have fenestrae with diameter between 50-300nm (Wisse, 2002), the cut-off of our beads fitted well with this physiological range. On the basis of our results, we concluded that a large set of molecules produced by the encapsulated hepatocytes (and those present in the culture medium) could leave (and enter) the alginate matrix, an essential factor for BAL therapy.

We then evaluated whether or not the presence of this additional polymer could affect the cells’ metabolic performance. According to our observations, encapsulated cell viability was affected neither by the long-term culture of cells nor by the presence of PLL. Noticeably, one of the markers of liver cell functionality is albumin production. Monitoring this secretion between the two conditions (with or without PLL) in shaken conditions showed a progressive increase throughout the culture up to day 14 with an advantage for PLL coated beads, corresponding to efficient HepaRG differentiation. On day 14, we tested different metabolic activities required for BAL applications, such as ammonia and lactate elimination. We were not able to measure any significant difference between either condition, with the exception of a downward trend in xenobiotic activities, and more precisely for CYP1A1/2, when the coating was present. This might be due to an increase in the beads’ core stiffness after shrinking. Chen et al. (Chen, Khetani, Lee, Bhatia, & Van Vliet, 2009) effectively cultured rat hepatocytes on polyelectrolyte multilayers and found that albumin production and CYP1A activity decreased with increasing substrate stiffness.
In the next step, we tested the functionality of cells on an equivalent pathological plasma medium, reproducing clinical therapy. We estimated that this biomass (alginate-PLL encapsulated HepaRG) had the characteristics necessary for extracorporeal BAL application. To support this hypothesis, we decided to use it in the PDB, compatible with the system developed in our laboratory (Figaro, Pereira, Rada, et al., 2015). Similar bioreactor designs, such as stirred-tank bioreactors, have long been used in large-scale culture of mammalian cells to provide an environment allowing control of oxygen, pH, and the continuous addition and removal of medium. They are commonly used for the large-scale production of spheroids that can be maintained for extended periods (Tostões et al., 2012), classically used in toxicological applications (Rebelo et al., 2015). Moreover, Dr. Nyberg’s group, who recently proved the beneficial role of the spheroid-reservoir BAL in treating pigs experiencing posthepatectomy ALF (Chen HS., Joo DJ., Shaheen M., Li Y., Wang Y., Yang J., Nicolas CT., Predmore K., Amiot B., Michalak G., Mounajjed T., Fidler J., Kremers WK., 2019), highlighted how an impeller-agitated bioreactor could support high volumes of hepatocyte spheroid solutions, with a simple and compact design that is easy to scale up for BAL clinical applications (McIntosh, Corner, Amiot, & Nyberg, 2009). Overall, we consider that the PDB hosting alginate-PLL encapsulated HepaRG fitted these important criteria and, to our knowledge, it is the first time that this design has been used for BAL applications.

HepaRG matured in PLL alginate beads were able to produce proteins, detoxify ammonia and metabolize lactate to levels comparable or superior to other published works with similar cells (Nibourg et al., 2013) or primary porcine hepatocytes in the AMC-BAL (Poyck et al., 2007). The latter two activities were superior in the PDB compared to the shaken conditions setup linked with net cellular activity, as the results were normalized by the controls with empty alginate-PLL beads. It is difficult to assume that the perfusion of medium was the key element for the enhanced activity observed in PDB, given the very low perfusion flow in our experiments. We thus hypothesized that such improvement was promoted by increased oxygenation of the culture medium. The latter is associated with the synergistic role of orbital shaking culture and the increased exchange surface between the medium and the external environment in PDB rather than the shaken setup. Adam et al.
assumed that improved oxygenation when cultivating HepaRG cells under shaking conditions would lead to mitochondrial biogenesis, improving hepatic differentiation and cell metabolic activity (such as ammonia detoxification and CYP-3A4 activity) (Adam et al., 2018). In addition, the role of oxygen on HepaRG differentiation and functions is crucial, as observed by van Wenum et al., where the authors demonstrated that culturing HepaRG in hyperoxia (i.e. 40 % O$_2$) enhanced cell differentiation and improved metabolic functions (such as ammonia detoxification and CYP3A4 activity), when compared with normoxia conditions (i.e. 21 % O$_2$) (van Wenum et al., 2018).

In PDB, we noticed a significant decrease of around 40 % in initial ammonia concentrations and around 30 % in lactate after 6 hours of cell perfusion in the equivalent pathological plasma medium. At the end of the experiment, we did not notice any deterioration of the alginate-PLL beads or loss of cells, observing the supernatant on bright field microscopy. This feature, together with the presence of filters that avoid cells escaping from the bioreactor, is of key importance for conducting safe treatment for the patient.

5. Conclusion

We adapted the HepaRG biomass encapsulated in alginate beads to the conditions of ALF therapy by adding a PLL coating. This coating covered the shell of the beads without altering the porosity or viability of the cells. In terms of metabolic activity, we measured very interesting performances in line with those required of BAL in the treatment of ALF. The next step will be to implement the PDB in the BAL, currently being optimized in our laboratory, and start the preclinical experiments on rodent ALF models.
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Tables:

Table 1: Fluorescent molecules with their characteristics used to investigate bead permeability. DH indicates the hydrodynamic diameter of the protein without the fluorophore; MW indicates the molecular weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluorescent marker</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Molecular weight or size</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albumin–fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>$D_H = 7.3$ nm (Li, Yang, &amp; Mei, 2012); $MW = 66$ kDa</td>
<td>100 µg/mL in WE medium at 37°C</td>
<td>(Wang, Adams, Buttery, Falcone, &amp; Stolnik, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate IgG</td>
<td>Thermofisher</td>
<td>$D_H = 11.5$ nm (Gagnon, Nian, Leong, &amp; Hoi, 2015); $MW = 160$ kDa</td>
<td>100 µg/mL in WE medium at 37°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanoparticles (NPs)</td>
<td>Estapor, Merk Chimie</td>
<td>41 nm, 103 nm, 249 nm</td>
<td>340 µg/mL in WE medium at room temperature</td>
<td>(Tran et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Media for metabolic characterization on day 14 post-encapsulation and tests performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medium composition</th>
<th>HepaRG proliferation culture medium</th>
<th>Test medium</th>
<th>Human equivalent pathological plasma medium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William’s E medium + Biopredic 710 proliferation media</td>
<td>HepaRG proliferation culture medium + 1.5 mM ammonium chloride + 2 mM L-Lactate</td>
<td>HepaRG proliferation culture medium + 70 g/L bovine serum albumin + 1.5 mM ammonium chloride + 2 mM L-Lactate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metabolic performances tested (Test duration)</th>
<th>Albumin synthesis rate (2 h)</th>
<th>ICG clearance rate (1 h)</th>
<th>Ammonia detoxification rate (2 h)</th>
<th>Lactate clearance rate (2 h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CYP 1A1/2 activity (1 h)</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.42</td>
<td>45.3 ± 6.9</td>
<td>6.5 ± 1.9</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactate clearance rate (2 h)</td>
<td>90.4 ± 61.0</td>
<td>111.8 ± 68.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Summary of metabolic activities between biomass in alginate beads with and without a PLL coating. Activities tested on day 14 post-encapsulation in shaken conditions, in HepaRG proliferation culture medium, and in test medium. N > 3
Figure 1. A: Experimental setups allowing culture and metabolic characterization of the encapsulated biomass. Left: Shaken condition: Petri dish hosting 5x10^6 cells in 7.5 mL of surrounding medium kept in continuous orbital shaking (60 rpm). Right: Perfused dynamic bioreactor (PDB): double arm glass flask hosting 50x10^6 cells in 37.5 mL of total medium volume. The peristaltic pump (Ismatec) makes constant perfusion possible (flow rate = 0.4 mL/min) while the beads are kept in continuous orbital shaking (80 rpm). The needles for media recirculation are protected with a filter membrane to avoid biomass escaping from the PDB. Two outlets are dedicated to filtered air intake to preserve sterility and guarantee gas exchanges. B: Experimental setup. After 2D amplification, cells were encapsulated in alginate beads and then cultivated for 14 days. Cell culture evolution was monitored analysing cell viability (by Live/Dead staining on days 0, 1, 7, 14) and albumin synthesis rate (overnight between days 0-1, 6-7, 9-10, 13-14). On day 14 post-encapsulation, cell performance was tested by means of metabolic and xenobiotic tests in different media (HepaRG proliferation culture medium, test medium, and pathological plasma medium).

Figure 2. A: Distribution of PLL-rhodamine (red staining) in empty beads in comparison with the negative control (without PLL coating). Images taken in confocal microscopy (left images), phase contrast (central) and merging the two (right). Scale bar: 100 µm. B: Elastic modulus of the outer surface of empty beads with and without a PLL coating on day 14. With an indentation of 3 µm, the sensor penetrated only into the PLL layer, when present. Significance was analysed using a Mann-Whitney Test. *** indicates p < 0.001. N = 10 per batch of beads.

Figure 3. Permeability of empty beads (coated or not with PLL) to fluorescent markers (albumin, IgG, nanoparticles of different diameters). DH indicates the hydrodynamic diameter without the fluorophore; Ø indicates the diameter of the nanoparticles (NPs). Incubation lasted 24 hours. Pictures taken after washing the beads in WE. Scale bar: 100 µm.

Figure 4. Observation of beads without and with PLL coating morphology by bright field microscopy (scale bar: 500 µm) and cell viability of alginate-PLL encapsulated cells (live/dead assay) by confocal
microscopy. In green (Calcein AM): viable cells, in red (ethidium homodimer-1): dead cells, in blue (Hoechst 33342 dye): cell nuclei (scale bar 100 µm).

**Figure 5.** Metabolic activities of cells in alginate-PLL beads, measured on day 14, over 6 hours’ incubation in equivalent pathological plasma medium, in shaken conditions and a perfused dynamic bioreactor (PDB). A: albumin synthesis rate; B: ammonia detoxification rate; C: lactate detoxification rate.
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Figure 1. A: Experimental setups allowing culture and metabolic characterization of the encapsulated biomass. Left: Shaken condition: Petri dish hosting 5x10^6 cells in 7.5 mL of surrounding medium kept in continuous orbital shaking (60 rpm). Right: Perfused dynamic bioreactor (PDB): double arm glass flask hosting 50x10^6 cells in 37.5 mL of total medium volume. The peristaltic pump (Ismatec) makes constant perfusion possible (flow rate = 0.4 mL/min) while the beads are kept in continuous orbital shaking (80 rpm). The needles for media recirculation are protected with a filter membrane to avoid biomass escaping from the PDB. Two outlets are dedicated to filtered air intake to preserve sterility and guarantee gas exchanges. B: Experimental setup. After 2D amplification, cells were encapsulated in alginate beads and then cultivated for 14 days. Cell culture evolution was monitored analysing cell viability (by Live/Dead staining on days 0, 1, 7, 14) and albumin synthesis rate (overnight between days 0-1, 6-7, 9-10, 13-14). On day 14 post-encapsulation, cell performance was tested by means of metabolic and xenobiotic tests in different media (HepaRG proliferation culture medium, test medium, and pathological plasma medium).
Figure 2. A: Distribution of PLL-rhodamine (red staining) in empty beads in comparison with the negative control (without PLL coating). Images taken in confocal microscopy (left images), phase contrast (central) and merging the two (right). Scale bar: 100 µm. B: Elastic modulus of the outer surface of empty beads with and without a PLL coating on day 14. With an indentation of 3 µm, the sensor penetrated only into the PLL layer, when present. Significance was analysed using a Mann-Whitney Test. *** indicates p < 0.001. N = 10 per batch of beads.
Figure 3. Permeability of empty beads (coated or not with PLL) to fluorescent markers (albumin, IgG, nanoparticles of different diameters). DH indicates the hydrodynamic diameter without the fluorophore; Ø indicates the diameter of the nanoparticles (NPs). Incubation lasted 24 hours. Pictures taken after washing the beads in WE. Scale bar: 100 µm.
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Figure 4. Observation of beads without and with PLL coating morphology by bright field microscopy (scale bar: 500 µm) and cell viability of alginate-PLL encapsulated cells (live/dead assay) by confocal microscopy. In green (Calcein AM): viable cells, in red (ethidium homodimer-1): dead cells, in blue (Hoechst 33342 dye): cell nuclei (scale bar 100 µm).
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Figure 5. Metabolic activities of cells in alginate-PLL beads, measured on day 14, over 6 hours’ incubation in equivalent pathological plasma medium, in shaken conditions and a perfused dynamic bioreactor (PDB). A: albumin synthesis rate; B: ammonia detoxification rate; C: lactate detoxification rate.
**Figure 1, Supplementary Data.** Albumin secretion rate over time (overnight between days 0-1, 6-7, 9-10, 13-14) of encapsulated cells in alginate beads with and without PLL coating. For the condition with PLL, the increasing between day 1 and da14 was significant (** indicates p < 0.01, significance analysed by Dunn's Multiple Comparisons Test). N > 3.

![Graph showing albumin secretion rate over time with and without PLL coating.](image)

**Figure 2, Supplementary Data.** Cell viability (live/dead assay) of cells in alginate beads without and with PLL coating in shaken and PDB setups by confocal microscopy, after exposure to different culture media. In green (Calcein AM): viable cells, in red (ethidium homodimer-1): dead cells, in blue (Hoechst 33342 dye): cell nuclei. Scale bar: 100 µm.
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